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Sasco is a dynamic weighing solutions focused company which procures and supports a leading 
range of globally sourced industrial weighing technologies. Sasco has the highest metrological 
ranking of any Southern and Central African company, and as a result of our experience gained 
through 100 years of operation, we are uniquely positioned to specify and supply optimal weighing 
equipment, automation and weighing information data solutions to Southern and Central Africa’s 
leading industrial companies. Sasco reputation has been built on innovation and choice 
underpinned by professionalism, modernity and experience.

Sasco o�ers an unrivalled range of weighbridges. The range is built on fundamental principles, 
namely pricing options, choice in instrumentation, functions and reliability.



PRICING

The WB 80T LP is the Sasco entry-level industrial weighbridge designed to provide simple, reliable 
digital quality in deck length options of 6m, 12m, 18m and 24m.Pricing competitiveness has been 
achieved without compromising quality through:

• Importing the weighbridge decks thereby benefiting from the comparatively lower international steel 
prices, enabling decks to be comparably over-engineered versus domestic steel decks made of 
higher-priced steel.

• Using an internationally proven deck design which reduces the cost of civil works.

• Using the Sasco S16 load cell which is substantially less expensive than the technically identical C16 
which it replaces.

• Including if specified with the DD1010 indicator, the features of axle weighing on a single deck 
weighbridge and the other features found in Sasco top-end range of weighbridges such as reverse 
calibration of load cell settings, critical to speedy load cell replacements. 

INSTRUMENTATION

The WB 80T LP comes with a choice of either Sasco or Bilanciai instrumentation.

The Sasco instrumentation results in a highly accurate digital weighbridge. The Bilanciai 
instrumentation provides for the same accuracy but includes the added functionality of both total 
vehicle weight and axle weights.

The WB 80T LP, when fitted with Bilanciai instrumentation, is trade approved in both South Africa and 
in most other African countries. The WB 80T LP, when fitted with Sasco instrumentation, is trade 
approved in most African countries only.

Sasco SI 1000 Bilancai DD1010



INSTRUMENTATION



FUNCTIONALITY

The indicator used determines the functionality of the weighbridge, and the specific functionality 
and specifications are:



INSTALLATION OPTIONS

The weighbridge comes with civil drawings included for 
either above ground or in-ground installation.

STRAIGHT FORWARD CIVILS

The above-ground installation of the weighbridge is both 
straight forward and highly cost-effective using on average 
just 13 m3 of 30 MPA concrete. These savings are achieved 
through the deck design of the weighbridge feet and its low 
profile. 

COST-EFFECTIVE SPARES

The S16 load cell replaces the more expensive C16 load 
cell, is attractively priced, readily available and delivers 
digital accuracy through the inclusion a standard of either a 
D-Link or S-Link box.

STRONG DECK

The deck has a strength of 20T per module or 80 tons on a 
24m deck length, with 9-ton axle loadings.

SMART SUPPORT
0861 422 134 OR +27 83  680 0722
E-mail: info@sascoafrica.com
Web: www.sascoafrica.com
24 hours, 7 Days a week

This brochure contains a general guide of the product only and shall not form part of any contract unless specifically agreed 
by Sasco Africa in writing in each case  on the Order Acknowledgement. The specification of the product described herein 
may vary from time to time and may be altered without notice.

Group Support Head Office:
2 Blackburn Street
Apex Industrial
Benoni

Phone: +27 (0) 11 746 6000 
Fax:      +27 (0) 11 746 6100 

The WB 80T LP is supplied with complete civil drawings and an installation manual. The weighbridge 
civil costs are low due to the deck's design and the straight forward installation of the weighbridge. 


